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bstract

Mesoporous single crystal (PSC) oxides have been reported as presenting higher electrochemical performances than bulk materials in lithium ion
atteries operating via intercalation processes. Here, we extend this study to the electrochemical behaviour of mesoporous Cr2O3 versus Li+/Li0.
e confirm that the Cr2O3 reacts towards Li through a conversion reaction mechanism leading, upon discharge, to the formation of large metallic

hromium nanoparticles (10 nm); the latter are embedded into a Li2O matrix together with, in this specific case, a copious amount of polymeric
aterials coming from electrolyte degradation, surrounding the particles, and filling the pores. During the following charge, re-oxidation of the

anoparticles occurs with the formation of CrO1−x, with the main difference, as opposed to bulk Cr2O3 electrodes, being the preservation of the
olymeric layer at the end of the charge. We believe the material mesoporosity, via capillary effects, to be at the origin of such a difference. These
lectrolyte degradation products are shown to help in maintaining the material mesoporosity for a great number of cycles; and interestingly they

re not detrimental to the cell performance in terms of capacity retention while presenting great advantages in terms of charge transfer by reducing
iffusion lengths, namely for Li+ ions. The positive attributes of mesoporous material-based electrodes noticed for insertion reactions can then be
xtended to conversion reaction electrodes as long as we can master their synthesis while controlling their mesoporosity through either soft or hard
emplating techniques.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Commercial Li-ion batteries operate by an electrochemical
rocess that involves intercalation reactions both at the posi-
ive and negative electrodes. Presently, the materials used as the
ositive electrodes such as LiCoO2, LiMn2O4 or even LiFePO4
annot react with more than one lithium per 3d-metal. They
re combined with carbonaceous negative electrode materials
hat can reversibly react to Li (e.g. LiC6) to give practical
apacities of about 372 mAh g−1 as compared, for instance, to
600 mAh g−1 for Li metal. Aware of such a wide improve-

ent window, intense research has been carried out worldwide to

evelop alternative negative electrode materials having greater
erformances than graphite. Such research is mandatory if the
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i-ion systems are ever to attain the performances required by
ew automotive applications. Within this context, the research
as parted between revisiting previously disregarded materials

nd searching for new directions [1–5]. The most promis-
ng candidates have long been the metal elements capable of
orming alloys with Li, such as Si (4200 mAh g−1) [4] or Sn
1200 mAh g−1) [5]. However, owing to the poor efficiency
f the Li alloying/de-alloying process leading to poor long-
erm stability, research teams have progressively shifted their
nterest to either amorphous tin composite oxides (ATCO) [6],
omposite negative alloy electrodes such as Sn2Fe/SnFe3C [7]
r intermetallic such as Cu6Sn5 [8] and finally to composite
egative electrodes containing metallic element nanoparticles
9].
Back to 2000, searching for another path to improve the nega-
ive electrode capacity, our group had investigated the reactivity
f metal oxides having a compact crystal structure (e.g. CoO)
owards Li; they spotted a new Li reactivity mechanism called

mailto:loic.dupont@sc.u-picardie.fr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.09.084
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conversion reaction” enlisting a two to four e− reversible charge
ransfer per 3d-metal [10–12], as compared to solely one for
nsertion reaction, leading then to outstanding capacity gains.
otential wise, the most interesting oxide to be used as negative
lectrode material for Li-ion cell would be Cr2O3 [9] as it shows
he lowest redox potential versus Li. Indeed, during the first dis-
harge, chromium oxide particles react with lithium at 0.3 V to
orm an agglomerate of nanometric metallic chromium particles
mbedded in the Li2O matrix. During the following charge tak-
ng place near 1.2 V, the nanoparticles are partially re-oxidized
nto chromium monoxide. However, the charge/discharge trans-
er limitations associated with the poor electronic properties of
inary oxides and reflected by the large polarisation between
harge and discharge curves (e.g. 0.9 V) result in a poor energy
fficiency, which compromises the implementation of these
ompounds in the next generation of lithium-ion battery. To
ddress this problem, besides the chemical approach consisting
n studying the effect of nature of the anion on the polarisa-
ion for various families of binary MX compounds (X = S, N,
, F,), our group engineered a new electrode design. It consists
n growing, through appropriate thermal treatments under dif-
erent atmospheres [12,13], a chromium-rich oxide layer on top
f a stainless steel current collector. Owing to the high quality
urrent collector-electroactive Cr2O3 the so-obtained nanotex-
ured electrodes have large capacities and outstanding cycling
erformances versus Li for more than 800 cycles.

A strong enhancement of cycleability has also been reported
or many other materials, whether reacting with Li through an
nsertion or conversion process, as soon as mesoporous struc-
ures were involved [14–20]. Such structures induce a large
urface area and a thin pore wall reducing the lithium ion dif-
usion path. The most impressive result on mesoporous MnO2
as reported by Jiao and Bruce [15] and Luo et al. [14]. Bulk

tate �-MnO2 is electrochemically inactive while mesoporous
lectrodes can reversibly react with 0.92 lithium, and preserve

he porosity during cycling. Moreover, Bruce’s group recently
eported the successful use of mesoporous Co3O4 conver-
ion reaction electrodes as negative electrodes for rechargeable
ithium batteries [20].

w
g
a
e

Fig. 1. (a) Structure model for cubic Ia3d mesophase
Sources 175 (2008) 502–509 503

Based on our previous work on the Cr2O3 electrode and
eeking to support the fundamental viability of the mesoporous
ingle crystal concept for enhanced electrode performances,
e embarked in the study of the electrochemical reactivity of
esoporous Cr2O3 versus Li. The results of such a full electro-

hemical, structural, textural and analytical study are reported
erein; the highlight is that having a mesoporous electrochem-
cal active material is not always a positive attribute for a
erformance standpoint.

. Experimental

.1. Electrochemical tests

Electrochemical tests versus lithium were performed using
oin cells (standard 2035-size) that were assembled in an argon
lled dry-box. The studied sample was separated from a lithium
isk used as the negative electrode by a borosilicate micro-fibre
Millipore) film impregnated with 0.5 ml of a LiPF6 (1 M) in
C-DMC (1-1) solution. All the experiments were carried out
sing a VMP system (Biologic S.A., Claix, France) that can
e operated in both potentiodynamic and galvanostatic modes
one lithium in 8 h, corresponding to a C/40 rate) at 55 ◦C in
he 0.02–3 V potential window. All reported potential values are
iven versus Li/Li+.

.2. Analytical high resolution transmission electron
icroscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was carried out
sing a FEI TECNAI F20 ST microscope, equipped with both
nergy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis capabili-
ies and a home designed sample holder for moisture sensitive
amples. The studied samples, coming from cycled coin cells
pened in an argon-filled glove box, were recovered and

ashed with acetonitrile prior to being placed onto a copper
rid mounted on our TEM sample holder. Recorded selected
rea electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were converted in
quivalent XRD pattern (Cu K� radiation) using the process

and (b) TEM image of the KIT-6 along [1 1 1].
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iffraction software [21] in order to determine the implied
hases.

.3. Mesoporous Cr2O3 synthesis

Mesoporous single crystal chromium oxide was obtained
ccording to the synthesis method proposed by Dickinson et al.
22]. Chromium(III) nitrate nonahydrate (Cr(NO3)3·9H2O) was
issolved in 6.5 g ethanol and stirred for 2 h with 0.15 g of KIT-6
ilica, which was freshly prepared according to literature [23].
IT-6 has a cubic symmetry, space group Ia-3d, and contains
3D cubic arrangement of bi-continuous channels organized in

wo enantiomeric interwoven systems (Fig. 1a) giving birth to
n hexagonal symmetry along the [1 1 1] direction as observed
n the corresponding bright field image (Fig. 1b). The ethanol
vaporated at approximately 40 ◦C. During the ethanol evapo-
ation process, the metal nitrates were drawn into the zeolite
esopores by capillary action. The chromium nitrate was then

hermally decomposed (temperature heating rate of 2 ◦C min−1

rom room temperature to 550 ◦C and maintained at that temper-
ture for 5 h) to lead to the growth of chromium oxide crystals
nside the KIT-6 channels. The KIT-6 silica framework was then
emoved by dissolving it in an aqueous solution 10 wt% HF. The
lear solution was centrifuged and let to decant, after which the
emaining powder was washed twice with water.

. Results and discussion

.1. Electrochemical study

The potential/composition curve obtained for mesoporous
r2O3/Li cell is compared (Fig. 2a) with that of a previously

eported bulk Cr2O3/Li cell cycled under similar conditions [12].

heir first discharge proceeds via a conversion reaction mech-
nism leading to the formation of metallic chromium particles
mbedded into a Li2O matrix with therefore a better reactivity
e.g. one more Li+) for the mesoporous as compared to the bulk

ig. 2. (a) First charge–discharge curves, (b) capacity retention and (c) polari-
ation between reduction and oxidation potentials as function of cycle numbers
or bulk and mesoporous Cr2O3 cycled in the same conditions.
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r2O3 electrode. Upon subsequent charge, the voltage smoothly
nd continuously increases from 0.02 to 3 V with an overall
elease of 3.8 Li in agreement with the re-oxidation process
Cr + 2Li2O → 2CrO + 4Li+ + 4e−. Therefore, the irreversible
apacity of the first cycle is larger for the mesoporous Cr2O3
lectrode. For both electrodes, we note during the first 15 cycles
strong decrease in the cell capacity reaching 20 and 10% of

he initial cell capacity for mesoporous and bulk oxides, respec-
ively. Then the cells were found to stabilize with even a weak
ecovery of the capacity upon cycling as previously reported for
onversion reaction electrodes. Whatever the number of cycle,
he capacity of the mesoporous phase is higher than the one
f the bulk (Fig. 2b). Moreover, by reporting the potential of
he charge and discharge plateaus (as deduced by the values of
eaks in the derivative dx/dV curves) versus the number of cycles
Fig. 2c), we can highlight a strong decrease in polarisation for
he mesoporous cell compared to the bulk, at least for the first
0 cycles. Afterwards, the polarisation becomes similar again.
lthough we do not have a clear explanation for such behaviour
et, we can ascertain that it is real since each reported cell data
as duplicated.
In light of such study, many questions arise such as why is

ot the mesoporous texture of Cr2O3 particles that beneficial
o its overall electrochemical performances (enhanced initial
rreversibility, rapid capacity decay during the first 15 cycles,
nd changing polarisation upon cycling) while the opposite
as clearly observed on cobalt oxide [20]? In an attempt to

hrow some light on the origin of this difference, analytical and
EM studies were conducted, as presented hereunder, for sam-
les denoted A, B and C on the first cycle trace (Fig. 2a), and
orresponding to a fresh, fully discharged and fully recharged
esoporous Cr2O3, respectively. The D sample was recovered

fter 80 cycles.

.2. Analytical and TEM studies

.2.1. Starting material
Although the starting material was intensely characterized

lsewhere [22], we should recall for sake of comparison its
ain characteristics in terms of crystallinity, shape and size. The
esoporous Cr2O3 particles grown according to the template-

ssisted synthesis process crystallized according to the Eskolaite
tructure with the following cell parameters: a = 4.9538(6) Å,
= 13.585(2) Å, S.G. = R-3c (Fig. 3a). TEM images (Fig. 3b)

ndicate that the original KIT-6 mesoporous system was repli-
ated, as shown on the [1 0 0] (particle on the left showing
quare symmetry tunnels) and [1 1 1] (particle on the right show-
ng hexagonal channels). This structural character indicates that
nly one of the bi-continuous (two different networks) pores
n KIT-6 has been replicated by Cr2O3. This differs from the
IT-6 templated porous crystals of Co3O4, in which both pores

re replicated [22,24]. Consequently, in comparison with porous
o3O4 made from the same template, the specific surface area of

r2O3 slightly reduces. High resolution TEM (HRTEM) images

Fig. 3c) show that each particle is a porous single crystal (PSC)
ince continuous lattice fringes are nicely observed on the whole
article with walls and pores measuring both 10 nm. This visual
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ig. 3. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern as well as (b) bright field, (c) high resolu
lectron diffraction pattern of the mesoporous starting material.

mpression is undeniably confirmed by the corresponding [4, 2,
1]* zone axis SAED pattern (Fig. 3d) showing well-defined

ots proving the existence of a single crystal.

.2.2. Discharged sample
Particles obtained after reduction down to 0 V through a

onversion reaction process were usually shrouded in a thick
olymeric layer. This layer, well known to be responsible for
xtra-capacity in conversion reactions, covers not only the par-
icles but also fills up the pores (Fig. 4a). This effect is especially
isible if we compare the same region before (Fig. 4a) and after
ong beam exposure (Fig. 4c). In order to strengthen this idea,
TEM image of discharged bulk material is given in Fig. 5a.
or such an electrode, at the end of the first cycle, the quan-

ity of electrolyte decomposition products (EDP) is moderate
ince only a thin localized polymeric layer is observed. Thus,
he specific texture of our porous material, via its large surface
rea and the possibility for the electrolyte to enter the 10 nm
ores, could explain the formation of this large amount of EDP
nd consequently the increase in extra-capacity for the PSC

r2O3 compared to other electrochemically tested Cr2O3 sample

Fig. 2a). The quantity of EDP is so large that lithium carbonate,
nown as one of the constituents of the EDP layer (namely the
norganic part), was undeniably observed, for the first time to our

t
s
T
s

ransmission electron microscopy images and (d) corresponding selected area

nowledge, on a SAED pattern (Fig. 4b). This lithium carbonate
s usually detected by Infrared spectroscopy analysis; needless
o say that IR measurements (not shown here) performed on this
ample have confirmed a copious amount of Li2CO3.

The use of a condensed TEM electron beam, owing to the
ocal heating, provokes the disappearance of the organic species
f EDP. Such electrolyte blasting is so huge that it sweeps along
he departure of most of the lithium carbonate, leaving behind
Fig. 4c) metallic chromium nanoparticles embedded into a Li2O
atrix (Fig. 4d), in agreement with the conversion mechanism.
ote that the first lithia reflections are very weak while the metal-

ic chromium ones are strong and almost punctual (the angle
f the arc is very small) implying that the metallic chromium
articles should not be as small and randomly oriented as usu-
lly observed for other discharged chromium oxides. HRTEM
mages (Fig. 6a and b) combined with FFT calculation (Fig. 6c)
einforce this assertion since large oriented chromium particles
re observed. Indeed, pores are now surrounded by large metal-
ic (more than 10 nm) and well-crystallized particles (Fig. 6b;
quares) themselves surrounded by an amorphous area assigned

o lithia. Although separated, the chromium particles present the
ame orientation (consequently the same FFT shown in Fig. 6c).
hus, the mesoporosity seems to induce a decrease in the con-
traints during the electrochemical process and minimize the
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Fig. 4. TEM study of the discharged material (0.005 V). (a) Bright field image showing the filling of the pores by electrolyte degradation products with an enlarged
v he pre
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iew in inset. (b) SAED pattern showing, for the first time by this technique, t
eflections are reported for Li2CO3 and Cr, respectively). (c) Bright field imag
nd revealing (d) by SAED, the nature of the phases forming the particles.

orresponding grinding leading to metallic particles three times
arger (10 nm versus 3 nm) than usual (such as nanoparticles
btained on discharged bulk particle in Fig. 5a). The pores,
hrough the free space that they provided, seem to act as a vol-
me buffer capable of accepting the theoretical 100% volume
xpansion associated to conversion reactions as deduced from
imple cell volume calculations (from 48.08 Å3 per Cr2O3 to
7.47 Å3 per 2Cr + 3Li2O). Indeed, we assume that the created
i2O moves toward the centre of the pore covering the particles

hus minimizing the strains inside the material. Instead of having

gglomerates formed by an intimate mixture of Li2O and ran-
omly distributed metallic nanoparticles, as usually observed
uring the reduced state of the conversion mechanism, one
elieves that the mesoporous texture, which is preserved during

p
n
d
e

ig. 5. TEM images realized on (a) discharged and (b) recharged bulk chromium ox
harge as well as the size of so-obtained nanoparticles (3 nm, as delimited by dark ci
sence of lithium carbonate as part of the degradation products (strong and all
ined after polymer vanishing using the electron beam (enlarged view in inset)

he process, favours the formation of larger chromium particles
oncomitantly with a blending of lithia and polymer overrunning
he free spaces. This process is summarized in Fig. 6d.

.2.3. Recharged sample
TEM images were recorded on both bulk and mesoporous

r2O3 recovered from fully charged (e.g. 3 V) Cr2O3/cells.
trikingly, a copious part of EPD obstructing the pores is still
bserved (Fig. 7a) for the mesoporous sample as compared to the
ulk one, which is nearly free of EPD (Fig. 5b) in agreement with

revious findings. Moreover, we indirectly experienced that the
ature of the polymer remaining in the charged state is somewhat
ifferent from the one observed during discharge since a long
lectron beam exposure does not lead to its vanishing. Besides,

ide showing that polymeric layer is barely observed in discharge and absent in
rcle).
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Fig. 6. HRTEM observation of the discharged material showing (a) and (b) large crystallized nanoparticles surrounding the pores and (c) oriented along the same
direction. (d) Sketch of the particle obtained at the end of the reduction.

Fig. 7. TEM study of the recharged sample (up to 3.5 V) showing that (a) electrolyte degradation products are still sticking to the mesoporous particle made of (b)
chromium monoxide (according to the SAED pattern forming (c) 10 nm nanoparticles surrounded by dashed white circles on the images.
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ell-crystallized nanoparticles of about 10 nm could nicely be
bserved (dashed white circles) on the HRTEM images, at the
dges of the filled pores (Fig. 7c). Based on the corresponding
AED pattern (Fig. 7b) these crystallized nanoparticles could
e indexed with CrO0.87 cell parameters (according to the only
rO1−x phase reported in the JCPDS files). This did not come
s a surprise, as the formation of chromium monoxide rather
han Cr2O3 during the recharge of a Li/Cr2O3 first discharged
o 0 V is well known [12,13]; this explains the 33% irre-
ersible capacity between charge and discharge during the first
ycle.

At this juncture, we should stress that is the first time that
uch an amount of “electrolyte decomposition products” is cre-
ted and/or preserved in charge. Among the most likely reasons
s the mesoporous texture of the material; although previous
tudies on mesoporous transition metal oxide [14–20] and espe-
ially Co3O4 as negative electrode [20] did not reveal this
henomenon. The reason is probably nested in the redox poten-
ial of the Cr2+/Cr0 couple that is lower (0.4–0.5 V) than that
f Co2+/Co0 (0.8–0.9 V) and hence favours larger amounts of
PD for Cr2O3 as compared to Co3O4 electrodes as observed
xperimentally and this regardless of the nature (bulk versus
esoporous) of the electrode material. Upon oxidation we have

eported that the EPD vanishing mechanism involving both elec-
rochemical/chemical reactions release soluble species. It is then
onceivable that the “redissolution” of the EPD upon charg-
ng is considerably slowed down by the ratio EPD/electrolyte
ithin the pore as compared to the surface of the bulk mate-

ial. Interestingly, and confirming previous findings, such a
arge amount of electrolyte decomposition is not detrimental
o the cell performance in terms of capacity retention (Fig. 2b).
he only advantage of keeping a large amount of EDP during
ycling is nested in the fact that this “glue” adds flexibility to
he “composite material”, and avoids the collapse and disinte-
ration of the mesoporous texture, as would elastomer or filler.
imple theoretical cell volume calculations based on the oxida-

ion reaction that should occur during the conversion reaction:
Cr + 3Li2O ⇒ 2CrO + Li2O + 2Li+ + 2e− lead to a 40% volume
hrinking. This boils down to a variation of solely 10% in the

r/CrO particles radii assuming both a spherical model and a
olume expansion/contraction solely nested in the breathing of
he Cr/CrO particles. Usually, these volume expansions and con-
ractions contribute to the electrochemical grinding, but in this

s
d
p
r

ig. 8. TEM observation of the long-term cycled sample showing (a) the huge quan
nd chromium nanoparticles hardly discernable. Black dashed squares and white das
Sources 175 (2008) 502–509

pecific case, they seem to be minimized by flexibility brought
y the EDP in the pores. Therefore, a drawback associated to
he large amount of EDP, clearly evidenced in Fig. 2, is the
arger irreversible capacity for the mesoporous as compared to
he bulk owing to the uptake of an extra Li on discharge that is
ot released on the following charge.

An evident advantage of mesoporous chromium oxide lies
n (1) the grain size shortening, which enables a better fuelling
f the electrons into the electrode although CrO is a poor elec-
ronic conductor [9] and (2) the specific material morphology
hat decreases the diffusion path for ions and enhances the access
f cation in the electrolyte. Both effects are additives leading to
n electrode based on mesoporous Cr2O3, and which shows a
ustained capacity (Fig. 2) twice as large as that of the bulk. Such
etter electronic/ionic wiring of the electrode also accounts for
he decrease in polarisation observed for the mesoporous elec-
rode as compared to the bulk one, namely over the first 40
ycles (Fig. 2c). However, there still remains to understand why
he polarisation increases after a long cycle up to the values of
ulk materials. To answer this point, a TEM study of an electrode
ecovered after 80 cycles was performed.

.2.4. Long-term cycled material (80 cycles)
In order to test the mechanical properties and sense the quan-

ity of polymer filling the pores, we observed by TEM a sample
ecovered from a cell that was cycled 80 times and stopped in
ts charge state. Because of the particles being soaked (Fig. 8a)
y a huge quantity of polymeric film resulting from cumulated
mounts of electrolyte degradation upon cycling the mesoporos-
ty of the cycled material cannot be easily detected. Nevertheless,
e could still distinguish (Fig. 8b) the stamp of the KIT-6,
ith namely the square pores, surrounding spherical chromium
xide particles (or agglomerates) implying the preservation of
he mesoporous architecture upon cycling. This is in contrast
ith TEM reports on mesoporous Co3O4 showing the initial
reservation of its mesoporous texture during the first few cycles
ut its progressive deterioration upon subsequent cycling to
he expense of a nano-composite structure somewhat similar
o that observed for micron-sized particles. Such a change in

tructure was put forward by numerous authors to explain the
ecrease in capacity versus the cycle number observed for meso-
orous. Our findings valid this previously established capacity
etention–structural integrity correlation as our samples show

tity of polymer surrounding the mesoporous particle and making (b) the pores
hed circles are used as guideline for pores and nanoparticles, respectively.
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ogether sustained capacity retention and mesoporous structur-
ng upon cycling.

Going back to the EDP layer surrounding the mesoporous
rystal, its thickness reaches now several hundreds of nanome-
res. Therefore, the diffusion path for the ions coming from
he outer becomes increasingly longer with increasing the cycle
umber, consequently, the polarisation increases up to the values
f a classical bulk material. Nevertheless, this increase in polar-
sation does not affect the capacity retention. Quite the reverse,
he capacity seems to increase (Fig. 1b) as previously observed
ith other oxides [25]. We are now investigating this point. There

re several reasons to account for such a phenomenon. Indeed,
e know that the chromium monoxide phase, obtained on the
xidized state, has oxygen defects. One hypothesis to explain
he strange behaviour of polarisation and/or capacity retention
ersus the cycle number is linked to the variation of the number
f anionic defects (CrO1−x). Such evolution of the defects num-
er will affect both the conductivity and reactivity of the oxide.
nly EELS experiment, actually in progress, will allow check-

ng such possible modification of nanoparticles oxides anionic
efects versus cycle numbers. The greatest difficulty will be to
ecord a reference spectrum for chromium monoxide, since the
atter is very difficult to obtain in bulk state. Nevertheless, this
pectrum could also be simulated and at least, the displacement
or not) in energy of the chromium edge will give some clue as to
he possible evolution of the nature of the monoxide in charge.

. Conclusions

The electrochemical reaction of lithium with mesoporous
r2O3 has been investigated and compared to a bulk mate-

ial (same oxide) as well as to another mesoporous oxide
Co3O4) that was previously studied [20]. The PSC chromium
xide reacts versus lithium according to conversion reaction
s observed for all transition metal oxides [9] with therefore
greater capacity and better sustained reversibility than their

ulk counterparts. Among the main reasons for such improve-
ents is a better electronic/ionic wiring of the electrode owing

o the specific electrode morphology that is also favourable to
he formation of a polymer acting as a buffer layer with respect
o the electrode volume changes. Unfortunately, such a polymer
lectrolyte formation that does occur via electrolyte degradation
atalyzed by the electrode surface area can be counter productive
ith respect to the electrode performance if not totally mastered.

n light of this study and with the goal of developing such a meso-
orous low voltage material as negative electrode, we need to
ave the composition of both the material and the tailor-made
lectrolyte. The selected electrolyte should give a quantity of
DP sufficient to fill the pore and maintain the mesoporosity;

ut it should not give a thick surrounding polymer layer limit-
ng electron and lithium access. On the other hand, the working
otential of the electrode could be tuned, for instance, by play-
ng with a transition metal substitution in the oxide. Iron is the

[

[
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erfect candidate since iron oxide also presents a low potential
slightly higher than the chromium one), a solid solution with
hromium exists: Cr2−xFexO3 (0 < x < 2), and finally a compe-
ition in anionic and cationic defects will occur during charge
ince iron monoxide is known as Fe1−xO.
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